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She walked into my office and sat down on the 
desk. Forward, but I liked that in a woman. She carried 
a gun and a fifth of Bombay Gin and put them down 
beside me. Today was already looking up.

That was when she started talking. 
“Mr. Quill,” she said. “My name is Brandi and my 

husband Joe Nobudy was murdered yesterday.” Look-
ing up indeed. She went on to tell me that her husband 
was in deep with the worst sort of people, corrupt cops, 
malefactors, administrators, loan sharks, a professor or 
two. He even owed money to the library. 

I couldn’t blame him. We’d all been there. Used 
to be, I’d sign over half my paycheques to keep those 
bloodthirsty librarians off my case. I finally kicked the 
habit in 39’ right before the rest of my life kicked its 
me habit. 

The list of suspects grew. That was, until, she hit 
me with the big one. Joe had nicked a rare book from 
the library and had been trying to sell it to all the regu-
lars in Underschool Black Market. That put the librar-
ians on the list. That put everyone on the list. And, it 
put me on notice. This was not going to be an easy 
case. I told her my going rate and she dropped a packed 
billfold next to the gin and the gun. 

“Let’s get started,” I told her. 
We started with the lowlifes, freshmen, and educa-

tion students. Sometimes we said please, sometimes I 
broke a thumb. No one said they knew anything. That 
was, until, we got to Pat O’Rightly. A minion from the 
library staff that was trying to go places. We applied 
a little liquid persuasion and a few veiled threats, and 
*poof*, we had our first lead. 

I had to tell the newly minted, Miss. Nobudy to 
wait outside while I went into the stacks. It was shad-
owy in there. Never could tell when you were going 
to get jumped, propositioned, or given a job. It took 
all night to find someone to lead me to someone else. 
The information ladder kept going higher and higher. 
Turns out this case might lead all the way to the top. 
The head of the dept. was pretty angry about the book 
being stolen. Had offered a Bobcat’s ransom to get it 
back and bring in the guy who did it. So, even if she 
hadn’t pulled the trigger, it might have been her order. 

Veronika Break was my main suspect. Maybe I 
should have stayed in bed that morning. 

I met her back outside and almost gave her a re-
fund. There was no telling how deep this would go. It 
was probably time that I go look at the crime scene and 
get some blood on my shoes. It would certainly to see 
something other than black and white for a change. 

If you think Veronika is the murderer please Tweet us 
@quillbu with #whodunnit to maybe win coffee!!
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An anonymous source has come for-
ward to The Quill to reveal the identity of a 
man who has accumulated several thousands 
of dollars in library fines and is the cause of 
increased fine collection efforts at the John 
E. Robbins Library in recent weeks.

The source claimed a student by the 
name of Joe Nobudy to be the holder of ex-
actly $4206.90 in fines. While The Quill has 
no ability to verify such claims, the source, 
claiming to be a Computer Science student 
at BU detailed over an encrypted correspon-
dence how they came in possession of such 
knowledge. “I was looking for a study space 
at the library last Friday, and they just com-
pletely blocked me off. This big, ugly brute 
started interrogating me, asking if I had any 
fines and looking for any excuse to turn me 
away. Finally, he said, ‘Get out of here be-
fore I find a reason to detain you.’ So I was 
at my computer later that night, and I got 
really mad at what had happened, and I just 

hacked into the records of the library’s on-
line system. I mean, they just left the whole 
thing wide open to anyone – well, I guess 
that’s kinda’ relative. I started checking 
around for other students with really high 
fines, and I find this guy, and I think, ‘That’s 
who caused all my problems today.’ ”

A student assistant at the library, who 
also chose to remain anonymous, discussed 
the recent situation in the library, calling it 
“like nothing I’ve ever seen before.” She 
mainly mentioned the recently-hired guards. 
“These built guys in black turtlenecks have 
been patrolling the library, and it’s really 
making us nervous. Just the other day, I re-
minded a patron he had a one-dollar fine, 
and two of [the guards] just came rushing 
after him and dragged him into the closet. 
He came back out bruised and bleeding, 
and one of the guards dropped a loonie on 
the circulation desk. All of us are hesitant 
to bring up fines now because of that,” she 

claimed. “They couldn’t have been Paladin 
Security, those people are a lot less threat-
ening. But I don’t know who they are, or 
where they came from.”

The guards appear to have been hired in 
conjunction with a recent public awareness 
campaign concerning overdue books. “It’s 
all some ploy by the library’s higher-ups to 
collect fines like they’re gangsters collect-
ing their protection fees,” the anonymous 
source said on the matter. “They intimidate 
the rest of us so they can collect all this fine 
money that’s been floating around, owed by 
this one guy, and, I mean, money’s money, 
no matter where it comes from. But it’s not 
fair that because Joe owes them so much, 
the rest of us have to suffer for it. By releas-
ing his name, I’m bringing justice to this 
whole university,” the source stated.

If you think the library is obviously the 
murderer please Tweet us @quillbu with 
#whodunnit to maybe win coffee!
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RecoRd BReaking liBRaRy FineS
Pike Webb, Internal Affairs

you like BookS. you’ve got a gReat Big dollaR Sign theRe wheRe moSt women have a heaRt

The lights in the KDC parking lot have been on for nearly 
a year now, as previously reported by The Quill. Something 
unusual happened as the clock struck midnight on March 29th, 
2016: all the lights turned red. Not a nice, subtle, orange-y red 
like a sunset. Not a majestic, deep royal red. No. Bright, heat 
lamp red. The kind of red that bores into your very conscience. 
The kind of red that drives you to murder.

“We don’t know what happened, to be honest,” says Bran-
don University Plant Manager Douglas Pine. “It’s like someone 
performed a luck ceremony and got some runes wrong. It hap-

pens to the best of us. We’ll try to perform a counter ritual, but 
it might take some time.”

In the meantime, BUSU President Darren Momsen has 
posted signs around campus to please refrain from murdering 
people even if they refuse to shut up. He also recommends car-
rying a good luck charm of a chicken foot (rabbit will do if you 
cannot obtain chicken), a tea bag, and the soul of a ginger.

Stay safe, BU, and remember: you are stronger than your 
desire to murder. If you think the lights are obviously the murderer 
please Tweet us @quillbu with #whodunnit to maybe win coffee!

BaTHEd in REd
THE cHEapER THE ligHT, THE gaudiER THE paTTER Millie Morgan, Stepford Snarker



This is a story I’ve been following 
for the past decade. Watching, viewing, 
observing, looking, gazing and even more 
words that suggest vigilance in my quest 
to understand. Every time I pass by the 
HLC I can feel the curse that been put on 
the place. A curse that’s been placed on the 
men’s basketball team. The Bobcats team 
has been cursed to do worse every year, till 
the end of time. Don’t believe me? Year 
2012 record 8-21, year 2013 6-16 year 
2014 2-18 year 2015 1-19. Notice a pat-
tern?

Why has this been happening? Where 
has this curse come from? I’ve dedicated 
years looking for the source. Joe Nobudy. 
The one man with no clear ethnicity and 
always has a moustache groomed to per-
fection. He goes by many different names, 
as he travels across the nation on a mis-
sion to destroy every university’s male 
basketball program. Why just the men? It 
was tough to figure out and it cost many 
lives but over time we found our answer. 

Joe was once part of the cheerleading 
team of UBC, the best of the best cheer-
leaders under 5’9 (women included). One 
fateful day though Joe was injured while 
skydiving, his parachute did not open 
and he fell through the earth and landed 
in China. Thinking Joe was the chosen 
one of their kind (they couldn’t tell if he 
was asian) they spent 3 months teaching 
him the ways of cursing peoples. From 
the classic Chinese mentality of “hurry 
up and buy” to “A+ only means slightly 
above average,” Joe became a master. 

Oddly enough this is where Joe also 
met his soon to be long time cursed rival, 

Will Young, the coach of Brandon’s bas-
ketball team. Although Joe always had his 
Swag turned to the max, he could never 
compete with Mr. Young. Joe would lose 
women, food and on more then one oc-
casion rare diamonds to Will. It filled Joe 
with so much rage that when Will was 
posted to serve as a coach in Canada, Joe 
followed him. 

From that moment on Joe cursed all 
the teams that Will played against, first 
trying to build up his confidence. Then 
when the time was right, Joe put the full 
weight of his curse on the Bobcats. Things 
have never been the same since. So every 
time you think that the Bobcats basket-
ball team probably could’ve won a game, 
you’re right. However until Joe is stopped 
by the man with the same powers as him, 
the curse will never be lifted.

I don’t have much time, with this in-
formation out in the world surely it will 
make Joe a target. He was caught last 
game mumbling to himself “Victory will 
soon be mine precious, they wants it but 
they shalts not have it.” That wasn’t even 
an interview question, I just asked him 
how his day was going. 

Just adding another name to the sus-
pect list! We will just have to see which 
felon gets to Joe first. Follow along with 
next story to see who else besides Will 
Young is a suspect. 

If you think Will is obviously the 
murderer please Tweet us @quillbu with 
#whodunnit to maybe win coffee! Lets get 
this son-uva-beach! Go team!
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Rex Torsten, Vigilante

WANTED…
Dance teacher, strong ballet skills essen-

tial, starting immediately… hip hop a bonus!  
$15/hour

Contact info@brandonschoolofdance.ca   
204-724-7528 
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Night. It’s as deep and dark as my cover. 
A Neon Hallowe’en decoration hangs on 
the wall opposite me in the pub. SUDS, 
the name is cute. Young people lounge and 
conspire on the couches as a competitive 
game of Jenga progresses. The waitress 
brings me another brandy. It’s cheap and I 
drink while I wait.

I’m surprised by the man’s appear-
ance as he arrives, framed in the entrance. 
His large, bloated body is lumbersome and 
the swinging arms end in stubby hands. 
His orange skin almost outshines the low 
lighting and his highlighter yellow hair 
could’ve been painted on. I know now that 
the TV cameras weren’t lying. The great 
divider is as gruesome as feared.

He struts to the bar and leans over; his 
face inches away from the shorter, feisty 
barkeep - Mama SUDS. I frequent SUDS 
enough to know Mama can hold her own, 
but the Orange mogul doesn’t make a habit 
of backing down - especially to a woman. 
He schmoozes and smolders, rubbing 2 

fingers 2 in Mama’s face. She frowns. She 
shakes her head, pointing to the door. He 
smirks before letting out a loud “YOU’RE 
FIRED” as chaos erupts around me.

The fight that ensues is worse than 
one of his rallies. I think I see an old, 
white man wearing a wifebeater punch a 
young Muslim girl in the face. When did 
they get here? I Don’t know, but I duck 
around a wall of protesters as I glide to-
wards the bar. I have to instead focus on 
my goal. This is my last thought as a gold 
cufflinked wrist clubs my right temple.

I come to slowly. The pub is empty. 
Tables overturned and Jenga bricks all 
over. “They took Mama SUDS” I think as 
a patriotic anthem groans out of the juke-
box. I survey the room once more and see 
it. A gold-plated playing card is stuck to 
the wall where the decoration had hung. It 
is the ace of spades - the Trump card. 

If you think Mama SUDS is obvious-
ly the murderer please Tweet us @quillbu 
with #whodunnit to maybe win coffee!

SudS out oF wateR
ScRew the RuleS i have money

SuBlime, So SuBlime

Walter Ziggy, Knight in Sour Armour

It was raining. Thunderheads thick like ink made it impossible to tell between night 
and day. The pelting of drops cascading like the rusty tap of the cast iron tub. Flash of 
lighting like neon lights, dancing to grab the attention of all passersby. Thunder, sounding 
off like the thrum of cannon fire from the base out east.

Walking through the slough that was the parking lot, soaked to the bone in my weath-
ered trench coat. My partner called me out, said the Beardhorns were up to their schemes 
again, asked me to call in a favour. Didn’t want to till he told me it was the Sutherland. It 
was personal now. The ringleader of the Beardhorns, Billy the Kid, and I go way back. He 
knew me well. I knew him better.

I stared up at the building’s sign, barely able to see the words through the downpour. 
The gallery sign said ‘Closed.’ I walked in anyway. The poorly lit room held a few un-
savorys, only remaining for the free punch. I saw my partner, Splotch, wearing his Ror-
schach mask since his near fatal painting accident, staring at the scene before him.  

My ire grew, standing at Splotchs’ side. I pulled my pipe form the inside coat pocket, 
despite the ‘No Smoking’ signs present. The heavy smog I created calmed my nerves as I 
heard the tearing of canvas. All through the gallery the goats tore into the thesis pieces on 
display. Ominous shadows cast across the walls like phantoms striking at the innocent. 

“Billy.” I called. I was greeted by the furry devil’s cackle. Stormy blue met beady 
black in a battle of wills, Billy standing the cushioned bench in the middle of the room. 
“You’ve gone too far this time.” He cackled as one of his boy’s threw him a canvas to 
mulch. “This is the only chance to go quiet, Kid.” 

The room filled with their jeering. Splotch shook his head as he moved to open the 
door. ‘The Ram’ walked in and Billy was silent. I missed most of the carnage, leaving it 
to Ram. When he emerged I gave him the carrot in my coat and my word to look the other 
way with the next shipment down the Assiniboine.   

If you think the Ram is obviously the murderer please Tweet us @quillbu with #who-
dunnit to maybe win coffee!

a gallERy of Kids
a picTuRE Too pERfEcT

Ward Casper, Byronic Hero 
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Dear Quentin,
How do I deal with a personal enemy 

that lives his life according to ‘Screw the 
Rules, I Have Connections!’?
Sincerely, 

Cornered

Dear Cornered,
Ah, the coat-tailer. One of my favor-

ite ne’er-do-wells. I am betting he is the 
spoiled son of some big muckity-muck 
in administration. He squeaks by with Cs 
because all of the professors fear what 
the bosses would do if they gave him a 
lower mark. And, he surely is not going 
to get anything more than that. He will 
drink, act like a jackass, and usually steal 
your soda out of the communal fridge. 

What an awful prig. 
Short of a lobotomy or a near death 

experience, this person cannot be helped. 
They can be avoided, or killed. But they 
can’t be reasoned with. Often when I 
am best by a creature like this I will go 
the other way. I will push their sanity to 
the brink in an ongoing series of reality 
bending experiences. Usually this means 
I will release crickets into his room one at 
a time every night for six or seven weeks. 
The sound keeps him up and he has a lot 
of crickets on his hands. That or I will 
leave a business card to a fi ctitious thera-
pist that specializes in sexual therapy 
wherever he can fi nd it. The eye twitch 
when he opens his bathroom drawer and 
fi nds another one is sweet honey to my 
soul. 

Once his sanity begins to crack you 
just have to wait for the full breakdown 
where he leaves school and joins a Bud-
dhist Monastary. Abra-Kadabra, better 
person.

I hope this helps. 

Quentin ‘Really Reality’ Quill

Quentin Quill is an 18th century 
time traveler trapped in BU. He has not 
yet declared a major or even attended 
class in the last several months. He has 
spent the last few months fi guring out 
ways to tell the world that it was Donny 
M. IT WAS DONNY M.

It was raining. Thunderheads thick like ink made it impossible to tell between night 
and day. The pelting of drops cascading like the rusty tap of the cast iron tub. Flash of 
lighting like neon lights, dancing to grab the attention of all passersby. Thunder, sounding 
off like the thrum of cannon fi re from the base out east.

Walking through the slough that was the parking lot, soaked to the bone in my weath-
ered trench coat. My partner called me out, said the Beardhorns were up to their schemes 
again, asked me to call in a favour. Didn’t want to till he told me it was the Sutherland. It 
was personal now. The ringleader of the Beardhorns, Billy the Kid, and I go way back. He 
knew me well. I knew him better.

I stared up at the building’s sign, barely able to see the words through the downpour. 
The gallery sign said ‘Closed.’ I walked in anyway. The poorly lit room held a few un-
savorys, only remaining for the free punch. I saw my partner, Splotch, wearing his Ror-
schach mask since his near fatal painting accident, staring at the scene before him.  

My ire grew, standing at Splotchs’ side. I pulled my pipe form the inside coat pocket, 
despite the ‘No Smoking’ signs present. The heavy smog I created calmed my nerves as I 
heard the tearing of canvas. All through the gallery the goats tore into the thesis pieces on 
display. Ominous shadows cast across the walls like phantoms striking at the innocent. 

“Billy.” I called. I was greeted by the furry devil’s cackle. Stormy blue met beady 
black in a battle of wills, Billy standing the cushioned bench in the middle of the room. 
“You’ve gone too far this time.” He cackled as one of his boy’s threw him a canvas to 
mulch. “This is the only chance to go quiet, Kid.” 

The room fi lled with their jeering. Splotch shook his head as he moved to open the 
door. ‘The Ram’ walked in and Billy was silent. I missed most of the carnage, leaving it 
to Ram. When he emerged I gave him the carrot in my coat and my word to look the other 
way with the next shipment down the Assiniboine.   

If you think the Ram is obviously the murderer please Tweet us @quillbu with #who-
dunnit to maybe win coffee!

a gallERy of Kids aSk Quentin 

Mystery, passion, lust, loyalty,  betray-
al -- a gorgeous theatrical masterpiece by a 
development team born right here at Bran-
don University! When events surrounding 
the criminal underworld threaten to tear 
their city apart, two starcrossed rivals, 
once best friends, must decide whether 
to resolve their differences and work to-
gether to protect their worlds, or raise their 
fi sts and settle things once and for all. 

The focus of the game shifts be-
tween the level-headed private eye, Jack 
Quinn, and the perfectionist mob lieuten-
ant, Jimmy Russo. Despite the contrast 
between their situations and personalities, 
both characters utilize a system of logic 
necessary to piece together the clues and 
unveil the mysteries behind the events of 
the game. Clues are found through both 
investigation and conversation events: 
during investigation, the player interacts 
with the environment using a number of 
techniques to discover evidence about the 
events that took place; during conversa-
tion, the player must probe a character for 

information using a number of persuasion 
methods. Sometimes, you’ll need sweet-
talk and lure them into a false sense of se-
curity, while others you’ll have to threaten 
to break their legs.

While this may sound similar to Rock-
star’s popular detective title, L.A. Noire, 
what sets this game apart is the non-linear-
ity regarding the events that unfold. The 
decisions you make and the conversation 
options you choose affect your character’s 
disposition, as well as the world around 
them. For example, taking the morally 
grey path will make your character less 
likely to act moral as the game progresses. 
Other characters will also respond to your 
character’s actions, which can drastically 
change the way the entire game unfolds. 
As a result, there are a number of secret 
events and endings that players won’t see 
the fi rst time through, adding immense re-
playability to an already expansive game 
with many secrets and easter eggs to fi nd.

The Broken Mirror’s visual style is 
fantastic, saluting it’s fi lm noir origins 

with a mostly black and white pallete that 
uses red to emphasize focus objects, im-
portant information, and subjects of inter-
est. Cel-shaded models and fantastic use 
of lighting, along with excellent use of 
camera angles, breathes a lot of life into 
the style and creates a feast for the eyes. 
The soundtrack, composed by members 
of the Brandon University Jazz Ensemble, 
fi ts perfectly with the setting and style. As 
the mood and tone of the scene changes 
within the game, so too does the score 
shift with amazing fl uency, as if the band 
were watching you play as they play. The 
voice acting is also amazing and profes-
sional, bringing the characters and their 
eccentricities to life. 

So if you’re in the market for a good 
mystery with plenty of narrative and nu-
merous paths to take, you’re in luck! Keep 
an eye out for The Broken Mirror, due to 
launch on a gaming platform near you on 
April 1st!

THE BRoKEn

miRRoR
Trevor “Tio” Venn, The Cynic 

Baby, with my brains and your looks we could go places

dEVElopER: TuRTlEs in oRBiT
RaTing: 5/5
plaTfoRms: pc, ps4, XonE
gEnRE: adVEnTuRE, indiE, Rpg

Quentin Q. Quill anD associates

the Quill inc.

SheRlock Scanning. Shadow emeRging. 
dutch angleS. BRutality.

 matchBook clueS.



I walked into the office—God curse it. Jenny, the secre-
tary of unknown gender, tapped her cigarette on the ashtray. 
Her rouged lips twitched. Good morning to you too.

She pressed a thin manila folder across the desk, the red 
oval fingernails on her ivory hands glinted in the incandes-
cent light reflected off the fan blade. The empty folders al-
ways led to a bottle of rye: they’re misplaced goods.

The scuffed checkered floor led me to my unlocked of-
fice—God curse it— a dumping ground that remained littered 
with the usual assortment of unspeakable filth: the abandoned 
relics of the brutish oafs of this campus. Contrary to the bag 
of flaming goat excrement arriving anonymously, and on a 
daily basis on the front steps of the office—God curse it!—
steps, we still are not a waste receptacle. The cramped, dimly 
lit office cubicles certainly suggested otherwise, though, and 
they fooled no one.

I see the Men’s Collective made their seventh failed at-
tempt at gaining campus recognition, if not approval. The tat-
tered and colourful remnants of their panty raids lay strewn 
across the immovable dust caked so thickly across the cage’s 
wire they were more black than white. The pink polka dot 
pair assaulted the fan, having broken through the dust and 
resting on the fan blade within. 

The toe of my shoe hit one of the three mountains of 
unmarked cardboard boxes lining the far wall as I collapsed 
on the metal office—God curse it—chair. No doubt they’re 
as full as ever with the usual misplaced weapons of war that 
are all the rage these days. Kids and their toys, if they can be 
called kids and if the Zhuge Nu Semi-Automatic Crossbow, 
Trebuchet Morning Star, Semi-Automatic Uzi, Multistage 
Rocket, and Zulfiqar can be called toys.

I peaked into the folder. Ah yes, Judith Brown’s mis-
placed pocket knife, catalogued items #28394a. Rummaging 
through the “Suspicious Metal Items” box yielded nothing, 
much like scouring the corners of the room where the Boss’ 
most recent rage-induced frenzy may have sent it—sailing 
across the room, through the now crumpled, coffee-marked 
boy band posters and over the Fearon bust—to rest. I scour 
the small fish tank rife with rotting fish skeletons and daintily 
lift each live grenade in the box of goods Jenny claimed last 
month for the disposal of her ex-husband. Relics from yes-
terday’s astrological celebration—blue mystic gems—tragi-
cally topple from the corner of my desk, triggered by a but-
terfly effect of mug hitting paperweight hitting glass-encased 
bat skeleton, and scatter across the office, like glinting stars 
in the office’s half-light. Still nothing useful.

Piled textbooks, like melting glaciers in a pool of radia-
tor leakage, toppled as a medieval shield and battle armour 
are cleared from the pile of “Misplaced Science Tech” grow-
ing in the corner of the office—God curse it.

“Here,” Jenny said, casting a long shadow in the light 
spilling through the doorway. A folder landed in the patch 
of light between her splayed legs and a single piece of paper 
drifted through the folder’s pursed lips.

Supported wall-sized art canvases threatened to crush 
Fearon with an outstretched leg, I slid the paper towards me. 
Correspondence between Jenny and Judith. The knife had 
been found. Now she wants her mystic gems. 
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BUSU Bureaucracy Bungles Antidote Allotment

Hugh Kliff, Collector 

loSt
Found

&
a tale oF the loSt and leSS loSt

-25 March 2016. Thirty-two patients in the last ten 
hours. All experiencing high fevers, nausea and vomiting, 
profuse diarrhea, severe abdominal cramping, extreme 
sweating, uncontrollable shivering, dehydration, and de-
lusions, in most cases. And that was just the morning.

First patient: Alonzo Cricket. Caucasian male of aver-
age height and weight. Geology student, an athlete too—
basketball player—which explains his muscle tone and 
calm demeanour, even as he shivered with a cold sweat.

It began last night, he told me, paling at his own 
recollection of the sickness’ onset. The cold sweats, the 
stomach issues, the inability to hold down food or water 
or anything. It was the most awful feeling of his life, he 
said. And it began after celebrating the upcoming week-
end with a Daily Special at the Produce Pantry.

I inquired about the menu. He said: chicken, pota-
toes, asparagus. Likely salmonella, I deduced. He told me 
he was allergic to salmon.

Word on campus was the specials were popular due 
to their affordability. That wasn’t good enough for my 
second patient, Alexa Maxim, a tall blond Ed. student 
who had thin lines running down her face from her tears 
cutting through her generous cover-up. 

It was the chicken, she said without a doubt, hiccup-
ping and seizing the trashcan at her side and drawing it 
to her face, distrusting her stomach. I tapped my pen on 
my notepaper. 

Astrid Magnolia, lucky number seven. The worst 
of the bunch. Philosophy major. Unfortunate. Suffer-
ing from a pre-existing eating disorder, judging by the 
dryness and blotchiness of the skin, discoloration of the 
teeth, and bloodshot eyes. Or malnutrition. Bones pro-
truded through her clothing, more like a scarecrow than a 
girl. She fainted in the chair while telling her tale, but not 
before uttering the words: Daily Special.

All 29 patients had similar symptoms of varying de-
grees. In addition to breaking the record for number of 
patients received by the Vigorous Existence Centre Walk-
In Clinic, the crowd of sick ghosts ran us out of garbage 
bags. Two girls destroyed the waiting room chairs when 
the bathrooms proved insufficient. In all my years as a 
physician, I’ve  never smelt a thing so awful.

A family friend knew the chef from way back told 
me that the signs are evident: the culprit of this onslaught 
was none other than the Daily Special of Thursday, March 
24th, 2016.

Let it also be noted that: Rather inexplicably, all pa-
tients this day had, quite mysteriously and suspiciously, 
names beginning with the letter ‘A’, regularly played 
sports during high school, and identified as single, het-
erosexual, and Caucasian.

As of yet, I have not received contact from any pa-
tients declaring their situation to have worsened, and I 
trust the sleep I prescribed was warmly welcomed and 
sought by each. 

Next Thursday is spaghetti and meatballs. God only 
knows what Friday morning will hold. If you think the caf-
eteria is obviously the murderer please Tweet us @quillbu 
with #whodunnit to maybe win coffee!

Dr. Althea Angel, PH.D, M.D.
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With the Cafeteria Poison-
ing of ‘16, BUSU was allegedly 
unprepared for student needs. 
When the late Quill reporter Joe 
Nobudy stumbled into the of-
fice, desperately searching for 
an antidote, only Vice President 
Eternal (VPE) DJ Donny M. was 
present. Due to student apathy 
about events such as elections 
and AGMs, BUSU cannot jus-
tify having the necessities that 
their constituents need – name-
ly, more than one official in the 
office and a trained Medic.

“We know what the stu-
dents need,” says Donny, look-
ing at his Apple iPhone X. “No 
one showed up at the AGM 
though. Without quorum, we 
couldn’t pass any motions for 
an increased budget or create a 
new position.”

It was also discovered that 
BUSU By-Law 42 states that all 
student organizations must have 
first aid kits, including bandag-
es and antiseptic. The fact that 
BUSU did not have one sparks 
major controversy. 

“As someone with a pecu-
liar proclivity for personal poi-
soning, I am bamboozled that 
BUSU is so underprepared!” 
says Trevor Poole, a pre-med 
student and evil genius.

The Quill also unearthed 
vague, yet menacing evidence 
that Donny M. is accepting 
large sums of money for “office 
supplies” from local business 
and known Mafioso Connor De-
Mont. We find it interesting that 
the alleged office supplies have 
yet to be found in the office, and 
also that Donny isn’t remaining 
loyal to BU’s own, lovable Mob 
boss, Mama SUDS. 

While Nobudy distracted 
Donny with his untimely de-
mise, we snuck into the office, 
where we found multiple re-
ceipts for a custom Snapchat fil-
ter and Apple products – in fact, 
all of the office’s PCs had been 
replaced by iMacs. Underneath 
the receipts, empty coffee cups, 
and iPhone chargers, we found 
the set list for Donny’s upcom-
ing social, and let us tell you, it 
is going to be off the hook. The 
list was tucked into an old book 
with yellowing pages and may 
have also been in a locked draw-
er (one of the required skills of 
a Quill reporter is lock picking). 
Don’t worry, Donny, this partic-
ular secret is safe with us. 

If you think Donny is obvi-
ously the murderer please Tweet 
us @quillbu with #whodunnit to 
maybe win coffee!
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BUSU Bureaucracy Bungles Antidote Allotment

Abed Djimn, BUDBU Correspondent 
This article is not a con-

fession of wrongdoing, as 
some Quill editors have been 
demanding from me. In fact, 
this article’s a disavowal of 
any involvement in the demise 
of one alleged Joe Nobudy. In 
spite of what that deadbeat de-
tective Quentin may tell you, 
I am sticking to my story of 
self-professed innocence in 
this matter. Yes, I, Abed Djinn, 
President-For-Life of BUDSU 
(Brandon University Demo-
niac Summoners Union), am a 
contemptible character. I have 
done things which would make 
your flesh crawl away in terror. 
Perhaps I have even done these 
deeds to the cadavers of your 
progenitors. However, in the 
aforementioned crime, I am as 
innocent as anyone.

While everyone was trying 
to track down the tome thief 
here in BU, I was on a quest to 
find a different book. In Tibet. 
My contact inside BU’s Little 

China District had just made 
me aware of a possible locale 
for the Unicornicrom. The 
Unicornicrom is an ancient 
text of immense power. It has 
the ability to turn the entire BU 
Administration into unicorns 
which must obey every whim 
and command of their master, 
which is whomever casts the 
spell to contain them in their 
equestrian flesh prisons.  

After fighting off Yetis in 
the Cherk Ia Pass, my Sherpas 
and I arrived at the clandestine 
temple nestled securely at the 
top of Mount Nyenchen Tangh-
la. It was while I was in nego-
tiation with the temple master 
to transcribe a copy of the Uni-
cornicrom (which was actually 
located in this temple. I held 
it!) for my own keeping, when 
the Rolang Ninjas attacked.

Along with the master and 
his monks, we beat back the 
fetid fiends. However, the Uni-
cornicrom, the temple’s great-

est treasure, and the apple of 
my eye, was stolen during the 
altercation Apparently I was 
not the only one with designs 
for the BU Administration. On 
the left hand of one eviscerated 
enemy corpse was a signet ring 
made of gold. It bore the crest 
of BU and had markings that 
read “Property of C.L.” in the 
BU Administraterish, a sub-
dialect of Corpocratic English, 
on the inside of the band. 

This entire debacle took 
place during the fortnight when 
one Joe Nobudy met his end. So 
you see, Quill readers, I cannot 
be blamed. Please feel free to 
contact my Sherpa guides or 
the Tibetan monk master via 
Skype or Wormhole. I am sure 
their vouching for me will clear 
my tarnished name.

If you think Djinn is obvi-
ously the murderer please Tweet 
us @quillbu with #whodunnit  to 
maybe win coffee

In light of the recent mur-
der of Joe Nobudy, I decided to 
ask one of the near constant fig-
ures in the student union about 
their take on the events. Cruz 
(rumoured to have been the 
Zodiac Killer in the USA) had 
been spreading the knowledge 
in recent weeks of her impend-
ing departure, so I was hopeful 
to score an interview with her 
“off the record” and gain some 
intel about the murder. 

However I was met with a 
completely different Cruz from 
the one that I am acquainted 
with. Instead of a nice smile to 
greet you, I was met with shifty 
eyes  and obvious excuses. She 
dodged my attempts to talk at 
all costs, but I noticed the few 
packed suitcases and boxes in 
her car as I left campus. This 
led me to believe that Cruz 
is intending to take her leave 
much sooner than she was 
originally intending. 

Upon further research, her 
sudden move was even more 
suspicious. It appears that she 

has told no one where she’s 
intending to move. The most 
that anyone knows is that she’s 
“going to a small town, some-
where in the Prairies, but defi-
nitely not in Manitoba. I think 
it might be in Saskatchewan, 
but it could be in Alberta I 
guess… or was it in Manitoba? 
No couldn’t have been. I re-
ally have no idea actually” as 
I was told by a close friend of 
hers, concerned about Cruz’s 
erratic behaviour as of late. To 
my own recollection this fran-
tic behaviour seems to have 
started a little too soon after 
Nobudy’s death to have been 
entirely coincidental. 

Other rumours going 
around state that one of the rea-
son’s for Nobudy’s death was 
BUSU’s lack of having a poi-
son remedy on hand at the time 
of his demise. With Cruz’s long 
time association with BUSU 
one can only wonder if she had 
a hand in this. Did she steal the 
last bezoar in the first aid kit? 
Or perhaps smuggle the poi-

son remedies out of the office 
to feed her addiction? If either 
of these implications has any 
truth then Cruz can be partially 
at fault for the demise of No-
budy. 

In an effort to track Cruz’s 
movements to discern whether 
or not she actually had any-
thing to do with the crimes The 
Swill has used various meth-
ods of covert operations. They 
have included attaching a GPS 
router to her car, and watching 
security footage from campus 
cameras to see where she goes 
and when. Neither of these at-
tempts have succeeded as Cruz 
is ridiculously vigilant (seri-
ously, who checks the inside 
of their exhaust pipe for bugs?) 
and has foiled all of our plans. 

We can only surmise that 
Cruz is most definitely hiding 
something. It may not be any-
thing to do with murder. 

If you think Cruz is the mur-
derer please Tweet us @quillbu 
with #whodunnit to maybe win 
coffee!

confEssion:i did not
kill noBudy

Leslie Meta, Corrupt Politician

BuSu BuReaucRacy BungleS
antidote allotment

Velma Veda, Lady in Red iSn’t it a Pity? the wRong PeoPle alwayS have money?

cRuZ makeS 
a BReak FoR it
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Disclaimer: 

This episode of the Quill 
draws on the Noir style and 
references several major 
noir works in various forms 
and tropes from tvTropes.
com. We hope you enjoyed 
it. 

 
Brandon’s Biggest 
Record and Music 

Sale 

Sunday, April 10th, 2016
11:00 AM - 5:00 PM

560 - 13th street East. Royal 
Canadian Legion Branch #3
Silver Donation at the door. 

Coffee and lunch available 
courtesy of the Legion.

For more information call Don 
at 204-726-0703

It seems that every time we have dogs come into our university, they are running all over the place. The dogs come here to help 
destress the students but the stress might just pile on more if they are running all over and they need to be caught. The constant barking 
and running up and down the hallways, barking at the moving elevators in the KDC. All this constant action seems to only be happen-
ing when no one is looking. The moment you turn around to quiet the dogs, they are sitting in a perfect pose, quiet and content. Then 
it just appears as though you are the weird one, scolding a quiet dog. Despite all of this, dogs are amazing for relieving all the exam 
related stress, even as they run up and down the hallways, barking at everything, just bringing weirdness to the everyday life of a BU 
student. They do seem to focus on BUSU, however. 

dogS aRe looSe
Nora Noel, Anti-Villain

i can aFFoRd a BlemiSh on 
my chaRacteR, But not on my dog.

Annual General 
Meeting

What direction do you want your 
student newspaper to take?

Bring a friend and cast your vote on 

March 29th, 2016 at
12:30 PM in SUDS.

There will be FREE FOOD for voters!


